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AN EXPLORATION INTO DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGY AND RETAIL SPACES
KYLIE KIRCHER

“THE ATMOSPHERE OF
THE PLACE IS MORE
INFLUENTIAL THAN THE
PRODUCT ITSELF”
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INTRODUCTION
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LEARNING FROM

RETAIL REVOLUTION

The new shopping experience for a Forum Shops
customer is influenced by
digital technology and
theatrical demonstrations
of products and brand
campaigns that surround
the consumer in a new,
more informative, more
immersive experience.
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As many economic markets change with the innovation
of technology, physical spaces are also transforming
to adjust to people’s wants and needs. The purpose
of this research is to provide insight and solutions to
e-commerce’s effects on retail and hospitality architecture. An exploratory study on the evolution of retail
spaces by considering historical information, analyzing
and assess case studies, and identifying the gaps and
opportunities in the shifting world of retail design was
completed in the Fall semester. Text in the book, Retail
Revolution is devoted to key issues in the programmatic space, user experience, and aesthetic nature of
current and future brick and mortar spaces. It can be
seen that big box brick and mortars and boutique brick
and mortars will influence each other and innovate in
the coming years to maintain their success.

ION
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RETAIL AS ENTERTAINMENT
Retail is becoming entertainment. The physical and digital spaces
that brands occupy need to be innovation, efficient, experiential, cohesive, and complementary. Coming up with new journeys and ways
for customers to experience retail through requires the creativity,
collaboration, and forward thinking of architectural designers, artists,
marketing experts and technological innovators.
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The physical and digital platforms of retail environments need to
work simultaneously and coincide with each other to give customers
are new, modern, more effective experience,
12`
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CONSUMER BEHAVIOR
According to Philip A. TitusPeter B. Everett,
“Consumers are continually faced with the task of finding their way
through a wide variety of retail environments. Surprisingly, very little
research has addressed questions about how consumers physically search through retail settings. This article explores this important,
yet little researched behavior. A conceptual model of the consumer’s
retail search process (CRSP) and several research propositions are
advanced. The CRSP model integrates research findings relevant to
an understanding of consumer retail search behavior. Literature from
such diverse fields of scientific inquiry as environmental psychology,
human factors, architecture, and marketing are reviewed and serve
as the theoretical basis of the CRSP model.”
Adapting the physical retail environment to work more harmoniously with the digital would allow customers more ease and clarity in
finding their way through retail environments. This can be done by
changing and adding to the physical environment in a number of
ways.
The following pages suggest a number of digital innovation solutions
that give customers a new and better experience within physical retail environments.
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INDUSTRY INNOVATIONS

NEW OPPORTUNITIES

BEACON TECHNOLOGY

According to Walker Sands, this While less than a third of retailers
year’s study shows that e-com- had implemented beacon techmerce has reached a saturation
nology in 2015, studies found
point in many ways, and conthat 7 in 10 consumers would be
sumer excitement has waned for willing to opt into in-store tracksome of the sexiest emerging
ing and mobile push notifications.
tech. The opportunity now lies
The collection data resulting
within digital innovation in the
from the use of this technology
physical space.
would benefit the retailer and the
consumer.
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TECHNOLOGY ENABLED
STOREFRONTS

VR COMMERCE

Commercial storefronts play
a vital role in signposting and
broadcasting the cultural identity of the retailer within the urban
landscape. These will become
increasingly interactive, informative, and experiential in the coming years.

Virtual reality is another area of
emerging technology that presents retailers an opportunity to
bring together online and instore experiences. Virtual reality
has the opportunity to be an effective e-commerce driver, with
a third of consumers saying they
would likely shop more with retailers that offer a VR experience.
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DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
CULTURE OF INNOVATION

DIGITAL MEDIA MESH

Journey mapping can lead to innovations that
reflect new customer needs and behaviors. Action can be implemented from data received from
mapping.

Exterior digital media meshes give brands the opportunity to their facades
into dynamic communications mediums. They can beckon customers,
reflect brand energy and products, and display advertisement campaigns.
This technology has been successfully incorporate into other types of
entertainment venues.

DATA INTEGRATION
As technology improves and the collection of data
becomes easier, retailers are rapidly depending
on data analysis to transform stores, drive profit
and improve the customer experience.
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DIGITAL FIRST MINDSET

DIGITAL INFORMATION DISPLAYS

As customers evolve to mobile-first or simultaneous-mobile, opportunity for transformation is seen
at the physical space/physical customer journey

Digital information displays show the customer information and provide
visual images of other products for customers to browse and become
educated. These have changed the journey and programming for many

level.

retail spaces.
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Other technological innovations being introduced into the retail design
industry include:

360 CAMERAS

SMART MIRRORS

360 video camera technology will provide opportunities for in-store experiences and new fitting room design. The ability to capture the customer
in the product at every angle will provide an elevated level of customer-brand engagement and greatly assist shoppers.

Interactive mirrors morph the image reflected back to quickly show how
you look with different shades of eyeshadow or dress styles without actually putting them on. The goal is to keep consumers engaged and make
them more confident in their purchases.

INTEGRATED I.D. SYSTEMS

MAGIC MIRRORS

Integrated I.D. systems let customers return items in-store, use a credit
card already on file and apply any existing credits to their purchase. For
customers, this process provides great ease, while from an analytic standpoint, it allows the company to review data and determine how customers
shop—ultimately improving their shopping experience

Magic mirrors are plasma screens invisibly built into the large mirror surface that allows customers to see themselves both from the front and the
back at the same time.
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CASE STUDY
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CASE STUDY
THE FORUM SHOPS

What are the current strengths of the Forum Shops?
What needs to change?
How would a transformation of The Forum Shops be executed in order to serve
its customers in new and innovative ways
in the ‘new age’ of physical retail environments?
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FORUM SHOPS ANALYSIS
The long term success of The Forum Shops can be
attributed current design features such as:
UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
Entertainment experiences have been incorporated into the Forum Shops and are one of the biggest draws for a wide range of visitors.
AMBIANCE
lighting of space through techniques executed in
the sky ceiling design creates a unique ambiance for
shopping (changes throughout the day)
ATMOSPHERE
The roman architectural theme carried throughout interior and exterior architecture, as well as amenities such as seating options give visitors the feeling
of being somewhere other than Las Vegas
DIVERSITY OF RETAIL OPTIONS
Low, middle, and high end retail stores and
restaurants are distributed throughout the mall, providing options for a variety of customers
INDOORS
The controlled climate keeps shoppers protected from any inclement weather, creating a consistent
environment for shopping
26`
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WHAT CAN BE DONE?
The goal of this design study is to transform the
Forum Shops in order to serve its customers
in new and innovative ways in the ‘new age’ of
physical retail environments with the assumption
that the trends, innovations, and techniques examined in the Fall will affect future design decisions and retail space iterations on The Strip.

REDEVELOP INTO A
LARGE MIXED USE
SPACE ON THE LAS
VEGAS STRIP

INCORPORATING
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY INTO THE PHYSICAL EXPERIENCE

HOW COULD THE
FORUM SHOPS
CHANGE?

ADDITION OF
LEISURE AND
ENTERTAINMENT COMPONENTS

IMPROVED LAS
VEGAS
BOULEVARD
ENTRANCE
RETHINKING
CUSTOMER
JOURNEY
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A CASE FOR MIXED USE SOLUTIONS
The following charts are used to compare The Forum Shops to
other large, successful retail destinations throughout the North
American continent
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LAS VEGAS
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Residential
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R
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OAKRIDGE CENTER
VANCOUVER
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694,300
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Residential
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Due to the nature of the location
of the Forum Shops on the Las
Vegas strip, tourists make up the
majority of the customers for this
retail center. The number of annual tourists for Las Vegas and
the Las Vegas strip in particular
are increasing each year. Therefore, there is not strong enough
evidence to renovate the Forum
Shops in this fashion. The potential of the Forum Shops being redeveloped into a mixed use development will not be explored in
the book.
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DESIGN STUDIES
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“EXPERIENCES ARE POWERFUL. AN OBVIOUS WAY
TO OFFER A MORE COMPELLING EXPERIENCE
IS THROUGH A RETAIL
SPACE”
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SHIPLA ROSSENBURY
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DESIGN STUDY 1

Wrapping exterior storefront in
digital technology to influence consumer perception

OUTCOME:
By refacing storefronts and exterior store
volumes with LED digital video display
technology, brands have the opportunity
to display goods, services, and interactive, attention grabbing campaign.
40`
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DESIGN STUDY 2

Changing the sequence for customers
walking through The Forum Shops

OUTCOME:
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Incorporating smart mirror technology into
storefronts and facades along the sequence
of The Forum Shops creates a more engaging and informational experience for the
shopper. Stores engage with customers before they enter the threshold.
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DESIGN STUDY 3
Incorporating 360 video camera technology into interior store
space

OUTCOME:
Due to the accelerated customer decision journey and more
decerning customer, interior store spaces can change to give
the customer a more personal experience and more thorough
understanding of the product.
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DESIGN STUDY 4
Manipulating the Las Vegas Boulevard entrance and The Forum Shops
marquee sign

OUTCOME:
By creating a new volume between the existing sign and entrance, there
is a new space dedicated to greeting the customer. The volume’s material
would display retailer advertisements like the existing marquee sign but
at a more appropriate human scale.
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CONCLUSION
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The newest iteration of the Forum Shops has incorporates digital technology
into the physical space to inform, persuade, and enhance the guest’s shopping experience.

LAS VEGAS BOULEVARD ENTRANCE
By creating a new volume between
the existing sign and entrance, there
is a new space dedicated to greeting
the customer. The volume’s material
displays retailer advertisements at a
more appropriate human scale.

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY STOREFRONTS
By refacing storefronts and exterior
store volumes with LED digital video
display technology, brands have the
opportunity to display goods, services,
and interactive, attention grabbing
campaign.

Las Vegas Boulevard
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85’ Marquee
6’

12’

New Entrance Volume
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APPENDIX
I’ve been studying architecture at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas for 6 years but
one of my favorite pastime is
shopping and browsing retail
environments. Based on my
experience in both subjects,
I have maintained the opinion that physical stores need
to be transformed to create
a new and exciting customer
experience. Much of the contemporary data, statistics, and
commentary about the retail
industry support this opinion. For
my master’s thesis, I researched
the opportunities that e-commerce and digital technology
have catalyzed within retail
and hospitality architecture.
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In exploring opportunities of
digital disruption in retail spaces, my primary design study focused on a new iteration of the
Forum Shops on the Las Vegas
strip. As one of the most successful retail centers, the current space has changed very
little in the last decades. Additions of digital signage and
augmented reality, interactive
store fronts, and architecture
as a form of consumer persuasion can create new customer
experiences. If implemented in
physical retail spaces, the techniques and iterations I explored
can revolution the retail experience and help struggling retail
centers across the country.
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“[RETAIL SPACES] ARE
NOTHING MORE THAN
STAGE SETS THAT HAPPEN
TO COINCIDE WITH THE
FLUCTUATING TASTE OF
THE MAJORITY.”
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